Curiously journals of mass spectrometry for me always have seemed to have something to do with Australia. I migrated from England to Australia in 1975 to work with one of the eminent "Jim's" in mass spectrometry in Australia-Jim Morrison in Melbourne-and later moved to be with the other "Jim" in mass spectrometry in Australia-Jim Shannon in Sydney. Almost on day one, Jim Shannon said I should take over as Australasian Editor of Organic Mass Spectrometry. I agreed, but I'm not sure that I understood exactly what I was agreeing to. And I don't think that I did anything much for the journal. I failed completely to persuade Jim Morrison to publish in the journal, and I noticed that other Australian mass spectroscopists would submit their papers directly to the Editor-in-Chief Allan Maccoll in London. Allan Maccoll was the Australian's Australian in Europe. So as Australasian Editor I didn't learn that much about editing and publishing scientific journals-but I probably did catch the "publishing bug".
Moving back to England in the eighties, I relinquished the Australasian Editorship to John Macleod. I put thoughts of journals aside, until Fred McLafferty opined that I should be Editor-in-Chief of Organic Mass Spectrometry. Allan Maccoll probably saw me as the least objectionable of the possible successors-at least, by that time, I was an Australian (on paper at least)! That was the beginning of five very good years, in which I came to know well and respect greatly Hans-Friedrich Grützmacher-the European Editor of Organic Mass Spectrometry-and also John Holmes-North American Editor-Mamoru Ohashi in Japan and Oleg Chizhov in Russia. I came to know Brian Chait, whose interests had always been close to mine and who joined the team as an Editor. And significantly, I worked alongside and grew close to Allan Maccoll.
Metrics were not so important in those days, but in the beginning all of us could see that submissions were not going up, colleagues would from time to time mention losing their libraries' subscription and we had that feeling of being slightly off the pace in terms of where the field of mass spectrometry was going. So we did the "necessary" and we thought by 1994 that we had turned the journal around-certainly there were more pages of mass spectrometry (1679 in 1993 compared to 698 in 1990). We even had a very successful issue dedicated to Jim Morrison! In 1995, pretty much the same team launched EJMS-and this proved to be a different ball-game. Starting a journal from scratch is not the same as "turning around" a journal. Allan Maccoll and Hans-Friedrich Grützmacher had probably always known this-the rest of us were to learn quickly. In one respect, EJMS and the Journal of the American Society for Mass Spectrometry held common cause as "new boys". A successful approach to any library for a subscription to a new mass spectrometry journal, when the institution already subscribes to three or four other mass spectrometry journals, rates as a major achievement. The key step for EJMS was finding a likeminded publisher. Allan Maccoll had casually mentioned one day that there was someone I needed to meet. I knew the "mysterious" meeting must be serious, as it was to be was at Allan's favourite watering hole just around the corner from University College London. The long and fruitful collaboration with Ian Michael and IM Publications began there. Ian Michael and IM Publications were bold, yet totally solid, reliable and of the highest integrity. The EJMS team did possess some worth-Special Issue Celebrating the 20 th Anniversary of EJMS-European Journal of Mass Spectrometry P.J. Derrick, Eur. J. Mass Spectrom. 21, xiii-xiv (2015) xiv EJMS-the European Journal of Mass Spectrometry since 1994. Personal Observations while transferable skills and there proved to be a very considerable ground swell of support worldwide. With the strength of the relationship with the Publisher, EJMS survived the early years, and is now moving into early middle age. Jean Futrell was betting on the future success of EJMS at the 2003 IMSC in Edinburgh-I hope he negotiated good odds! Where to now? Hans-Friedrich mentions in the Editorial how Allan spoke of "a journal of independent spirit". Fred McLafferty writes of the perceived need for a "broad" and "innovative" journal. "Broad" embraces publishing papers where the significance lies in a field other than mass spectrometry, with mass spectrometry being the crucial enabling technology'. "Innovative" covers among much else continuously addressing the issues and tensions around the drive for "open access" and the balance with authoritative and critical reviewing. At the risk of sounding overly idealistic, EJMS still aspires to promote adherence to the tenets "the first rule in science is honesty, the second rule is honesty and the third rule is honesty". EJMS admits no boundary between applications and fundamentals-all shades of grey. And most importantly of all, EJMS seeks to have the highest standards of the established disciplines maintained in the papers in the journal-"breadth" cropping up again. If a paper touches on plasma physics, for example, the treatment of plasmas should be on a par with that which would be expected in a mainstream physics journal. Or if a paper proposes an organic reaction mechanism, the level of evidence should match that expected in a mainstream journal of organic chemistry. The fifty or more papers in this celebratory issue come from a tremendous variety of cultures and nations. The breadth of subjects is staggering. And the quality is simply great-standards are indeed maintained! With the "omics", and in particular proteomics, becoming ever more pervasive in mass spectrometry, the need to respect and understand the knowledge of the established disciplines has never been greater. EJMS will remain independent, its content will remain broad and its approach will remain innovative in the face of what looks like an impending sea change in scientific publishing. EJMS will increasingly strive to achieve the standards of multiple relevant disciplines in the interdisciplinary papers which represent mass spectrometry. We have the people on our Editorial Advisory Board, on our Managing Board and among our Editors who will make this happen-we just need the authors!
